
The plan
• 20 minutes (John) 

• 20 minutes (Sandro) 

• 20 minutes (small groups + broad discussion)
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The paper



Why the gender imbalance?
• “evidence [suggests] biological sex differences in 

inherent aptitude for math and science are small or 
nonexistent” 

• Claims by some that “women’s preference for 
nonscience disciplines and their tendency to take on a 
disproportionate amount of child- and family-care are the 
primary causes of the gender disparity”, but these 
studies are correlational 

•  Moss-Racusin et al’s approach: do an experiment to 
directly test for gender bias



Procedure
• 3 “geographically diverse” regions in 

the U.S. 

• 1 private & 1 public school from each 

• Schools matched in size and prestige 
at undergrad & grad level 

• Identify physics, chemistry, biology 
depts. (23 total) 

• Select tenure-track non-emeritus faculty 

• Request their participation in a [fake] 
study

?
?

?



The cover story
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The identical application 
everyone received

Designed to “reflect  
slightly ambiguous 

competence”



Professors then answered the following
Most of these questions are answered on a scale of 1 to 7. 

• Student competence 
• e.g. “How qualified do you think the applicant is?” 

• Student hireability 
• e.g. “How likely would you be to hire the applicant?” 

• Salary Conferral 
• “If you had to choose one of the following starting salaries for the applicant, what would it 

be?” $15k, $20k, $25k, $30k, $35k, $40k, $45k, $50k 
• Mentoring

• e.g. “If you encountered this student at your institution, how likely would you be to 
encourage the applicant to stay in the field if he/she were considering changing majors?” 

• Subtle Gender Bias
• e.g. on a scale of 1-7, how strongly do you agree “Discrimination against women is no 

longer a problem in the United States” 
• Likability  

• e.g. “Would the applicant fit in well with other lab members?”
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Results: III
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Gender Likability

but not men}
women seen as more likable



The story
• Profs considered female students less hirable 

• … because they considered the female students 
less competent

• … because of subtle gender bias 

• Female and male profs were equally subject to this 
bias



Suggestions for action
• “Our results suggest that academic policies and 

mentoring interventions targeting undergraduate 
advisors could contribute to reducing the gender 
disparity” 

• “educating faculty and students about the 
existence and impact of bias within academia” 

• “establishing objective, transparent student 
evaluation and admissions criteria” 



Quantitative Evaluation of Gender Bias in Astronomical
Publications from Citation Counts

Neven Caplar, Sandro Tacchella & Simon Birrer 





Gender difference in astronomy 

Davenport+14: 
women ask less questions at conferences

Reid+14: 
women are less likely to get telescope time  
(seems even more so for older women)

Is there a difference between men and women 
in citations counts?



Method

• gathering data
– every paper in ADS database “astronomy” and published in  
   Science, Nature, APJ, A&A, MNRAS from 1950 to 2015
– all the information gathered in single effort in June 2016
– if paper is available on arXiv, also record the subfield of the  
   paper and download the source *.tex file

• adding paper information
– *.tex file used to establish length of papers
– subfield determined from abstract for papers where subfield is  
   not recorded



Method

• adding information about authors
– Country of origin from affiliation
– Seniority = time since the first paper in our database
– Gender

• We run the name through 3 different databases
✴ SexMachine (40,000 names, done by native speakers)
✴ Data from USA Social Security Administration and UK Office of 

National Statistics (highly complete but geographically limited)
✴ Gender API (commercial service)

• Agreement between databases around 98.5%





• Total: 208,577 entries
• Final dataset: 149,741 entries
• Cleaning data

– entries with zero citations or zero references  
   (4,417 ADS entries);
– authors that have only published in Science and/or Nature  
   (5,484 ADS entries);
– entries with no authors specified  
   (491 ADS entries);
– entries with no first name for the first author  
   (e.g. collaboration articles; 7,713 ADS entries);
– entries for which first author only used initials for all publications    
   available in the dataset  
   (42,448 ADS entries)
– entries for which the gender of the first name of first author could not be  
   determined  
   (2,260 ADS entries)

Method



Properties of the sample

Slow increase of the fraction of the papers written by women



Properties of the sample



Gender difference: ratio of mean number of citation for papers written 
by men over mean number of citations for papers written by women
Constant fit to data since 1985: Men receive ~6% more citations



How to control for difference in the properties 
of the sample?

idea: 
train random forest algorithm on the sample of papers written by men and 
use it on the sample of papers written by women

assumption: 
men and women should receive the same number of citations for papers that 
have the same non-gender-specific properties
➜ any difference in the citation counts between papers led by men and 
women with matched non-gender properties is labeled as “gender bias”

non-gender-specific parameters:
• seniority of the first author
• number of references
• total number of authors
• year of publication
• journal of publication
• field of study
• geographical region of the first author’s institution 



Gender bias: measured over predicted number of citations for papers 
authored by women
Constant fit to data since 1985: Women receive 10.4±0.9% less 
citations



Summary

• analysis of over 200,000 publications from astronomy
• gender difference of 6%
• but samples differ in their properties: 

we find that women receive 10.4±0.9% less citations than 
expected given the parameters of their papers, 
i.e., we expect that if there was no bias men should 
receive 4% fewer citations in the sample

• Most important parameters (Gini importance):  
1. number of references, 2. year of publication, 3. journal



Suggested questions for discussion

1.  Why is there a gender bias in the number of citation  
   a paper gets? 

2. What kind of numbers / studies would you like to see  
   in order to address gender bias better? 

3. What institutional procedures can we adopt at the                
C CfA to help us avoid subtle gender bias? Are          n  
s transparent hiring standards feasible? 

4. What day-to-day practices can we adopt among        
o  ourselves to help us avoid subtle gender bias? 




